• Enterprise Edition
• Personal Edition
PHIS 2011

- Demographic
- Fertility
- Mortality
- HIPE
- Cancer
- Psychiatric
MAIN FEATURES

- Data Grid/Data Manipulation
- Ad-hoc query (Query Wizard)
- Mapping
- Charting
- Save (Export), Copy, Print
- On-line context sensitive help
- Metadata
DATA GRID

- Sort data
- Freeze Columns
- Swap Columns/Hide Columns
- Transpose data (swap rows/columns)
- Crosstabulate (single dimension/measure)
MAPPING

- County/HSE Area
- Inspect and sort variables
- Save, Copy, Print
• Ad-hoc query
• Refine Query
• Save query definition to disk
• Crosstabulation
• Filter
CHARTING

- Quick Chart
- Specialised Charting
- Chart Selected Rows
- Set chart options
- Save, Copy, Print